Ultrasonic six-axis deformation sensing.
In this paper, we describe a newly developed deformation sensing scheme in a soft medium, which is based on precise encoding and decoding of deformation components into ultrasound wavefronts. It can detect three translational components and three rotational components of displacement around a transmitter position nearly simultaneously. We assume a cell structure that consists of a 2 x 2 ultrasonic transmitter matrix and a 2 x 2 ultrasonic receiver matrix, which are placed face to face at a distance of a few tens of wavelengths. All of the transmitter elements are driven sinusoidally and simultaneously, but they are switched into the same, reversed, or quadrature phases to generate a particular shape of wavefront on the receiver matrix. The receiver elements are connected in such a way to obtain amplitude and spatial gradients of the wavefront at a center of the receiver matrix. First, we describe the transduction theory for the six dimensions and show the orthogonality, locality, and simultaneity of this sensing scheme. Then, we describe the fabrication and experimental evaluation of the cell. We also describe a prototype tactile sensor in which a single cell is embedded in a flexible hemispherical fingertip-like body.